
Hearty Rise Halcyon X Spinning Rod 782L 
2,34m 3-18g

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-786724

Outstanding spinning rod from Hearty Rise.

Weight: 0.099 kg
305,00 € * 305,00 €

Hearty Rise Halcyon X - The premium spinning rod for ultimate 
fishing experiences.

The Hearty Rise Halcyon X spinning rod is an impressive piece of art and a high performance fishing tackle. 
It combines exclusive components and innovative design in a rod that is perfectly designed for light and 
ultra-light predator fishing for perch, salmonids and more.

Premium components for superior performance

The Halcyon X features premium components including a Fuji Alconite ring set and Hearty Rise reel seat. 
Both are built on an advanced NET-V III carbon blank. This provides outstanding sensitivity, speed and 
precise bite detection. So even the most timid bites are clearly felt.

Versatile application possibilities

Whether jigging, twitching or fishing with finesse rigs - the Halcyon X offers unparalleled adaptability. The 
different models allow you to use a variety of soft and hardbaits with excellent casting distance and 
implement different bait presentations effortlessly.

Comfortable grip for optimum control



The ergonomically designed EVA handle provides the grip and comfort you need during the drill, keeping 
you in full control at all times.

Stunning design

Inspired by the elegant beauty of the kingfisher, the Halcyon X features an eye-catching and stylish design 
that highlights its high quality.

Product features:

Exclusive components: Fuji Alconite ring set and Hearty Rise reel seat.
Material: advanced NET-V III carbon blank
Application: Ideal for light and ultra-light predator fishing.
Various models: Suitable for various soft and hardbaits
Ergonomically shaped EVA handle: For optimum grip and comfort
Eye-catching design: Inspired by the kingfisher

Experience unparalleled fishing pleasure with the Hearty Rise Halcyon X and take your predator fishing to 
the next level.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

